Weather

artan Daily

Partly cloudy through Saturday
with a chance of showers tonight
and Saturday. High today in the
mid -60’s. Low tonight in the mid 40’s.
Sierra Nevada skiing is good to
very good with a fresh blanket of
snow.
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Inside
Alcoholic Vietnam -era veterans
living in San Jose are having a
tough time adjusting to civilian
life and establishing new friendships. SJSU is helping out. See
story on Page 3.
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Student membership lacking
on history course committee
By L. Larry Bobiles
Students have not been appointed to
the History Department’s curriculum
committee since 1974, despite a fiveyear-old university policy allowing
their participation.
The policy, outlined in the SJSU

Burns says
spirit violated

Not just a pipe dream?
SJSU has paid the piper and there are miles of water pipes lining Seventh
Street. The pipes will be used to replace old water lines surrounding the cam
pus and improve water pressure. The total water pipe project will cost
S245,886.

Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns criticized the History Department for not adhering to the "spirit" of
the university policy requiring that
students have an opportunity for
participation on the faculty curriculum
committee.
Burns said the policy has not been
technically violated, because it
requires students have only an "opportunity" for participation.
"As far as I am aware that much is
provided by the History Department,"
he said.
But he criticized the department for
not actively soliciting students as it has
in previous years.
"The intent of the policy was to get
students on those committees," Burns
said. "I would think that would include
publicizing the fact that students are
allowed on them."
"While the letter of the policy has not
been violated," he said, "in my opinion
the spirit of it certainly has been."
He pointed out a larger matter is that
no students have been on the committee
for two years.
He said he had spoken about that with
Dean James Sawery of the School of
Social Sciences and expects the matter
will be resolved soon.
Informed that the History Department believes it is receiving adequate
input through informal contacts with
graduate students and its honor society,
Burns replied, "That may be, but the
policy remains" that students should be
on that committee.

Academic Senate seats open
for SJSU on statewide level
By Jim Jones
’rhe terms of two of SJSU’s three
seats on the statewide Academic Senate
expire this semester. And one of the incumbents is uncertain about running
for re-election.
Dr. David Newman, director of the
Counseling Center, said he has not yet
decided whether to run for another
three-year term on the senate.
In order to run, Newman must file a
petition of candidacy by March 3. The
actual ballots will go out to instructors
March 24.
However, Dr. David Elliott, speechcommunications professor and vice
chairman of the senate, said he will run
for another term.
The statewide senate is composed of
faculty representatives from each
campus in the state university system.
Elected by faculty at their respective
schools, senate members make adconcerning
resolutions
visory
university issues to the chancellor and
the board of trustees.
Newman said he was uncertain about
running again because he believed his
senate activities might be affecting his
work at SJSU, even though he is given
time off to perform senate business.
"Most of us find we still have to do
most of our regular work," he said. "It
gets to be a burden."
Newman said the senate meets as a
body for three-day sessions every other
month, with its various committees
each meeting several times in between.
Newman currently chairs the senate’s
student policy committee.
Newman said the senate articulates
faculty views on system-wide issues.
He added the importance of the
statewide senate has been growing so it
has been playing a larger part in
determining system-wide policies.
"The chancellor has been paying
more attention to us," Newman said.
In deciding whether to run, Newman
said he is balancing his effectiveness in
his job against the value of his work in
the senate.
Elliott, who said he would run for reelection, called his senate position
"very enjoyable." but agreed with
Newman that senate and teaching

Dr. David Newman
duties add up to a heavy workload.
Elliott gets time off from teaching
due to his position as senate vicechairman, but said between senate

business and his classroom duties, "My
family never sees me."
"It ( the statewide senate ) is a job and
a half in itself," Elliott said.
Elliott was elected vice chairman last
year after being chairman of the statewide senate’s faculty affairs committee
the year before. Both he and Newman
are finishing their first terms.
As chairman, Elliott said he is
not in a position to influence the
positions the statewide senate takes on
important issues.
He also raised the possibility the
current senate chairman might not run
again, making him a likely candidate
for the post.
"The job is difficult to back away
from," Elliott said. "It’s satisfying."
Elliott added he hoped Newman
would decide to run again. He called
Newman a "very valuable" man on the
statewide senate.

"Statement on Student Rights and
Responsibilities," requires that
students have an "opportunity" for
revising and improving curriculum by
serving on "operational" curriculum
committees.
It was approved by the Academic
Senate and President John Bunzel
effective January 1971.
History Department Chairman
Gerald Wheeler admitted he was "not
familiar with the policy but would now
seek students for his department’s
curriculum committee.
However, he said, only graduate
students would be sought because they
have "more expertise" in the field and
could thus provide "more valuable
advice" then undergraduates.
The history department curriculum
committee structures the department’s
program for majors and suggests new
courses.
Wheeler explained students were
banned from all department committees by a "department consensus"
in fall 1972.
He said the consensus was made after
a three-year experiment in 1969-71
allowing students on committees
"didn’t work out too well."
"I was struck by the students’ record
of non-participation," he said, adding
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Since the campus deals with an
ideal type population, meaning a
great number of students all exposed to the virus at the same time,
the flu season tends to peak and
subside faster than it does among
the general population, Miller
explained.
Eighty cases of flu and 180 upper
respiratory infection cases were
recorded through Feb. 20, a
tremendous jump for the month,
according to Edward Ambrose,
Health Services assistant.
While the flu is not required to be
reported to the county health
department, trends in the county
point to a significant increase in
flue among the general population,
Dr. Mary H. Clark, deputy director
of public health for Santa Clara
County, said.
There are several ways the
county health department tracks

"After
the
apathy
displayed.
I believed students did not want to be on
the committee," he said.
However, he said he was -curious" to
find out if present history undergraduates are interested in serving on
the committee, and added if the
demand were great enough he "might
consider" soliciting them in addition to
graduate students.
Expanding on why he prefers
graduate students for the curriculum
committee, Wheeler said "since they
have a certain amount of history behind
them, what they have to say can be
taken seriously.
"I have yet to see an undergraduate
who is an experienced historian,"
Wheeler said. "I prefer to take my
advice from someone who knows what
he talks about."
Wheeler downplayed the importance
of the curriculum committee.
"It only meets on an ‘on call’ basis
and actually meets only when a major
renovation of the curriculum is in order."
He pointed out students have been on
the departmental policies committee
since 1972, a more important body,
Wheeler said, because "it deals with
issues or problems of a long-range
quality" affecting the department.

Athletic Director John Caine
goes to University of Oregon
By Dennis Wynne
Dr. John Caine, athletic director at
SJSU for the past four years, has been
named to the same post at the
University of Oregon.
At a press conference held yesterday
in Eugene, Ore. Caine was named to the
post vacated four months ago by Norv
Ritchie, who retired to go into private
business.
Oregon President William Boyd said
at the press conference, "We are
delighted to have John Caine become
the new director of athletics at the
university.
"He is an experienced athletic administrator and brings to Oregon an
exceptional record of achievement in
sports information," Boyd added.
Caine, 52, said he was pleased to be
chosen as Oregon’s new athletic
director but had mixed emotions about
"leaving a really fine program at SJS
and an awful lot of good people I’ve
been associated with.
"However, the Oregon position is the
type of opportunity at this stage of my
career I cannot afford to pass up."
Caine will assume his new post on
Apr. 1. Until then he will still be at
SJSU. His salary will be 833,000.

Dr. John Caine
The Athletic Board met in executive
session yesterday to name two interim
replacements for Caine. However, the
Daily had not learned those names at
press time.

The two persons named will share the
athletic director’s duties until the post
is filled.
The Athletic Board will also undertake the task of selecting a new athletic
director.
According to Wynn Cook the personnel committee will advertise
nationally for the job in accordance
with affirmative action provisions.
The committee will then select a
group of finalists to come to SJSU for
interviews and from these will make its
choice.
That name of that person will be submitted to President John Bunzel for
final approval.
Although the job will be open to all, a
candidate could be selected from SJSU.
"Anybody on the staff who wants to
apply may," Cook said.
Caine came to SJSU from CSU
Fullerton where he served as athletic
director for four years. He earned his
BA and master’s from UCLA and his
Ph.D. at the University of Northern
Colorado.
Caine was a basketball coach before
he went into administration. He
coached both at the high school and
college level.

Davis considers joining Econ suit
By Heidi Van Zant
Economics assistant prof. Martin
Davis may join a lawsuit brought
against the university by three former
faculty
Department
Economics
members.
He will join the lawsuit if a United
Professors of California (UPC) state

Campus hit by flu increase
By Liz Santos
"There has been a definite increase of the flu syndrome on
campus since the beginning of the
spring semester," Dr. Raymond
Miller, staff physician at the SJSU
Health Services, said.
The flu took its heaviest toll on
campus during the past month with
a marked increase of the upper
respiratory type syndrome.
General symptoms of the type of
flu seen on campus include fever,
headache, muscular aches and
pains, chest pain and upper
respiratory infection with very
little nausea, Miller said.
This flu generally runs its course
in three to four days. The recovery
rate among SJSU students has
been good with relatively few
complications, Miller said.
The peak of the flu season at
SJSU is probably over, Miller said.

that "the student representatives we
had didn’t always show up for
meetings."
"After the experience, we decided we
weren’t going to put students on the
committee again."
Student
representation
was
suspended in fall 1972 and spring 1973,
and temporarily restored the following
academic year, Wheeler said.
Since then, students have not been
solicited for any department committees.
Asked if the absence of students from
the curriculum committee might
deprive the department of needed input, Wheeler replied student input was
obtained by other means.
"Phi Alpha Theta (a history honor
society) was periodically asked for
advice on curriculum matters and
graduate students were also consulted," he said.
Also, class colloquiums were held
from time to time to "see what students
wanted" for courses, Wheeler added.
Wheeler acknowledged, however, the
department could use more student
input.
He said students have not been
solicited for the curriculum committee
because of an assumption of "pretty
strong disinterest" among students.

the incidence of flu. One method is
reviewing school absenteeism
reports sent in by 12 to 15 high
schools and 38 to 40 elementary
schools in the county, Clark explained.
The combined school absenteeism reports showed a sudden
jump for the week ending Feb. 14,
Clark reported.
Not much can be done to prevent
the spread of flu beyond advising
people to avoid crowds and keep
themselves from getting run down.
The flu vaccine is not recommended for people under the age of
80, and it’s really too late for a flu
vaccine to be effective this season,
Clark explained.
Bed rest and aspirin are
recommended to combat the
symptoms.
:.:

committee determines Davis’ case can
be won in court.
Davis has charged he will not be
retained after this semester for "arbitrary" and "politically motivated"
reasons.
He said he is being retaliated against
for not supporting Dr. James Willis in
his bid for re-election as department
chairman.
Willis would not comment on the
charge because it is in litigation.
Willis ran for a second term in fall
1973 and although he lost, President
John Bunzel appointed him chairman
again.
After considering Davis’ charges, the
executive committee of the UPC local
unanimously voted last week to send
Davis’ request for legal support onto
the state level.
UPC local President Roland bee said
the executive committee’s recommendation to support Davis was
"routine."
The state academic freedom committee will’ judge the legal merits of the
case, he said.
Dr. Jack Kurzweil, chairman of the
UPC local grievance committee, said
he thinks Davis will join the suit.
UPC attorney Sheldon Greene would
not comment on the case because he
said he has not "formally" reviewed it.
He said when he looks at the case his
recommendation to the state UPC will
be based on its "chances of prevailing
in court."
The case Davis may join was brought
against the university by former
economics instructors Andrew Parnes,

Gayle Southworth and David Landes.
Landes said the defendants are
Bunzel, Willis, Chancellor Glenn
Dumke and the California State
University and Colleges Board of
Trustees.
He said they are asking for $200,000 in
damages.
The suit charges they were not
retained because of political positions
they took in the department following
Willis’ reappointment.
The Economics Department was disenfranchised in fall 1974 because of
internal conflicts within the department. A year later they were conditionally refranchised.
At that time, many faculty members
opposed what they called an "administration take-over" of the
department.
Davis charged that favorable student
and peer evaluations of him were disregarded in the decision not to retain
him.
During the semester break a faculty
grievance committee heard Davis case
and denied his request to be retained.
Filing a lawsuit was Davis’ only recourse.
A confidential report issued by the
committee stated, -The general consensus was that Assistant Professor
Davis’ lack of progress toward completion of his dissertation was the principal
cause of his not being retained."
Davis has said his thesis was not
completed because political upheavals
in the Economics Departnunt interfered with his progress.
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opinion
Transit’s future depends
on success of Measure A
By John A. Ytreus
Low voter turnouts are customary
with elections that feature only one or
two measures.
When such ballots offer an increase in
taxes, the low response is usually made
up of "no" votes.
This Tuesday, Santa Clara County
will hold a special election to raise
needed additional revenues to finance
the transit system.
Transit officialsas well as Rep.
Norman Mineta, DSan Jose, have
warned that if "Measure A" fails this
Tuesday, the county will be forced to
dismantle the bus system and end it
entirely by July 1, 1977.
Because of the small ballot, voters
are generally unaware of the issues
whether they are important or not.
Measure A is important to everyone
who has boarded a bus or has fought
traffic jams on freeways and city
streets.
If approved, sales taxes will rise by
one-half of one cent to six and one-half
cents per dollar.

other ideas
Meaningless cliches don’t
describe Daily’s reporting
Editor:
I must take exception with two items
that appeared on the Opinion Page
recently: SJSU President John Bunzel’s column and the letter from Dwight
Bentel.
Both pieces took the Spartan Daily to
task for some inept news reporting
surrounding the disruption of Bunzel’s
bicentennial speech. I, too, read that
coverage and I generally share in
Bentel’s and Bunzel’s criticisms. The
news stories were basically written
from only one source and this is poor
practice in journalism.
But, both men fall into the trap of
arguing their cases through the use of
fine-sounding cliches that, on closer
scrutiny, are meaningless.
Bunzel, for instance, writes: "It is the
student editor. . .who separates the
wheat from the chaffand prints the
chaff." The fact is there was only one
reporter at the speech to write the
followup. Unfortunately, the editor had
very little choice on what story to
printonly one was written.
What the editor will do, I’m sure, is

never again assign that reporter to a
story of any great significance.
Also Bunzel alleges that the Spartan
Daily is supported and subsidized by
the A.S. This is true, to a certain extent.
But it is not the whole truth. Most of the
tabs the newspaper runs up are paid for
through advertising revenues the ad
staff hussies for. The money the student
body provides is used, basically, to get
the paper through the first days of
publication each semester when the
advertising is being gathered.
Also
Bunzel
claims
to
be
knowledgeable about the 40 years of
Spartan Daily publication. Really, how
can he expect us to believe this.
Last year, in a similar Mercury
column, Bunzel claimed he only read
the Spartan Daily over the summer
break ( by the way, Bunzel typically
blasts the Spartan Daily once a year in
his column).
Now we find out that Bunzel does, in
fact, read the newspaper during the
school year. But beyond that, he wants
the reader to believe that he’s gone
through bound volume after volume of

CAFT explains
shock treatment
Editor
Your Feb. 6 edition carried a story
concerning the circulation by the
Coalition Against Forced Treatment
( CAFT ) of a petition in support of
legislation which would ban the administration of involuntary shock
treatments and other forms of
psychiatric "therapy."
This story was grossly inaccurate
and
reflected
a
frightening
misrepresentation of the legal and
moral considerations which underlye
the legislation now being drafted.
As your reporter correctly pointed
out, the bill recently drafted by the
CAFT is not the only proposed
legislation which deals with the issues
of forced psychiatric treatment.
However, your reporter was totally
off base in suggesting that constituent
organizations who make up the
coalition are attempting to conceal
existence of the other legislation in an
attempt to gather support for CAFT’s
own bill.
The whole thrust of CAFT’s bill, as a
minimum of research and investigation
would reveal, is to close loopholes and
otherwise extend the protections
provided in existing legislation, including Assemblyman John Vasconcellos’ bill (AR 1032) now in the state
senate.
Your article quotes Sue Lange, administrative assistant to Vasconcellos,
as saying that "CAFT is distorting the
facts about the Assemblyman’s bill."
Ms. Lange has assured us that the
comparison of existing law with
Vasconcellos’ bill and CAFT’s proposed
LegislationWhich accompanies our

circulating petitionsin no way
misrepresents the contents of
Assemblyman Vasconcellos’ bill.
Specifically, the CAFT bill would
prohibit the use of shock treatment
unless the expressed informed consent
of the patient is first obtained.
AB 1032, by contrast, provides for the
administration of shock treatment to
persons who have been deemed incapable of informed consent after a
court hearing on the issue.
In addition, the CAFT bill prohibits
the administration of shock treatment
to anyone under the age of 18, while
Assemblyman Vasconcellos’ bill limits
the prohibition of shock treatment to
minors under 16.

the newspaper’s back issues. I studied
in that department for two years and
never once saw Bunzel doing research
in the Spartan Daily library.
Don’t forget, Bunzel has only been on
campus about six years.
Now, for Bentel. This is a man who I
have admired for years. But I would
like to question his notion on "objective,
balanced journalism."
The reporter’s eyes and ears are
always subjective. Reporters try to
divorce themselves of their own
opinions as much as possible but to be
completely successful is impossible.
The question of balance and objectivity
only comes up when the reader
disagrees with the slant of the article. As long as the news story shares the
reader’s opinions, it seems to the
reader to be objective, balanced. But I
will say again that the story on the
speech disturbance clearly was not well
researched.
I am not in favor of tacky reporting
but I am suspicious of any reporter who
claims his stories are "totally objective, balanced."
Also, Bentel claims that reporters
should not be protagonists. He says
they should be only observers. I thought
Woodward, Bernstein and Rather had
put this lofty detachment ideal to rest
once and for all.
To close, I would like to direct one
final note to Bunzel. However, unfortunate the interruptions at your
speech may have been, they probably
could have been avoided if such campus
appearances weren’t so rare.
Ray Manley
Journalist

Non-food items, as well as gasoline,
will show a slight increase within the
county.
Why should we pay more for gas,
clothing and other essentials?
The answer is that if the measure
fails, taxpayers will lose far more than
a slight increase in sales taxes.
If the additional local revenues are
not available, matching federal and
state fundswhich make up most of the
transit moneywill be withheld.
In addition, if the funding is defeated
this Tuesday, it will also deny money
for the new "light rail" system that will
begin construction in the near future.
Such a new system is much like the
old cable cars that used to frequent the
streets of Los Angeles.

Aftermath of N. H. primary
displays victorious ’losers’
By Steven C. Taylor
The New Hampshire primary votes
are all accounted for and almost
everyone won. The voters couldn’t have
made six men more happy.
President Ford was "very happy
with his narrow 1,300 ballot win on the
Republican side.
Of course, when the last incumbent to
enter this primaryLyndon Johnson
couldn’t pull two-thirds support against
his challengerEugene McCarthyhe
dropped out of the running, decidedly
embarrassed.
Former Gov. Ronald Reagan, despite
the best organized effort in the state,
pulled up behind Ford.
Hardly
disappointed,
Reagan
"couldn’t be more pleased" with his
runner-up position. Aides to the
Californian, who earlier in the week
whispered of victory, were not heard
from.
Jimmy Carter, the former governor
of Georgia, was "delighted" with his 30
per cent showing on top of the
Democratic heap.

staff
comment
As a Southerner in a Northern state,
his enthusiasm may be excused, but
when the press scrutiny that always
hounds a frontrunner catches up to him,
his unassuming smile, as well as his
political platform, may cave in.
Arizona Congressman Morris Udall
claimed victory because, though he
finished six percentage points behind
Carter, he beat all the other "liberals"
in the race.
Granted, Udall was organizing for
almost a yearlonger than anybody
elseand spent much of his campaign
treasury, but what are empty pockets
and lost time compared with almost a
quarter of the vote?
Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana also
claimed to be a winner, with a poor 16

per cent in third place.
Bayh stated that, hour for hour and
dollar for dollar, his votes were easier
to find than Udall’s. It wasn’t important
that his name is probably the most
recognizable on the ballot.
The 1972 Veep nominee, R. Sargent
Shriver, even claimed a victory, since
his financially limited effort had less
possibility anyway.
No one could smile broader with les.s
than 7,000 votes.
The only admitted loser, it turns out,
was former Sen. Fred Harris of
Oklahoma. His mobile home carripaign
sloshed through the New Hampshire
snow only to finish fourth, with just
over one in ten voters choosing his
name at the polling places.
But Harris had a good excuse.
ABC News quoted him assaying, "All
the ’little people’ I was appealing to
were too short to reach the levers (in
the voting booths)."
Thus, Harris has a new plank on his
platforma stool at every polling
place.
Now that’s a winner.

Nixon should be on trial,
not shaking hands in China
By Paul Kyber
Senator Barry Goldwatera Nixon
supporter to the very endhas obviously reached the end of his patience
with the former President.
He recently called Nixon’s foray into
the People’s Republic of China illegal
and said "if he wants to do the country a
favor, he might stay over there."
For the first time, I find myself
agreeing with something Barry
Goldwater said.

LINEMPLoYmENT HAS LEVELED OFF

NEWS liVA4

staff
comment
"King Richard" has obviously
forgotten that he has been dethroned
and disgraced.
The Chinese people pray to his
delusions of presidential grandeur by
inviting him as their "honored" guest.
They have no grasp of what Watergate
means, which is only slightly better
than what Nixon himself understands.
It was only an act of misguided

compassion that allowed Nixon to be
free at all. He should be in court, on
trial, instead of in China and on display.
He should be on the witness stand
testifying instead of drinking toasts
with Chairman Mao and criticizing
American foreign policy.
Goldwater is right, if the Chinese like
Nixon that much, they can keep him.
He might even run for premier of
China. After all, he did look like a man
campaigning when he dove into an
admiring crowd of Chinese and started
shaking hands.
He might have a chance of succeeding. He apparently commands a lot
more respect over there than he does in
this country.

Black Week over,
but support pitiful

Under existing law, a minor under 15
years of age may be administered
shock treatment if parental consent is
obtained.
Most importantly, the CAFT bill
wouldfor the first timeextend the
requirements of obtaining informed
consent to the administration of
psychoactive drugs; neither the
existing law nor Assemblyman
Vasconcellos’ bill deals with this
question.
It is precisely because of the
weaknesses in existing legislation and
AB 1032 that CAFT developed its own
legislative proposals. We would
suggest that any readers, including
your reporter, who would like additional information regarding this
legislation contact CAFT at (415) 6266111.
Jonika Mountainfire
Coalition Against Forced Treatment

staff
comment

The abandonment of the service 12
years ago created snarled freeways
that plague motorists today. The
current bus systems in Los Angeles and
San Jose though have proven to be
inadequate.
But is this reason to dump the
system? Obviously not. If the county’s
bus service were to end tomorrowor
by July 1, 1977what will students, the
elderly and the low income people do to
get to work, school or just get around
town?
Currently, Los Angeles is mapping
out plans for a similar light rail system.
They’ve apparently learned that a city
cannot live on freeways alone.
If Measure A is passed, more funds
will be available to expand the bus
system as well as further the plans for a
light rail system.
The outcome will affect us all.
Here is an opportunity for the voters
of this county to make a positive change
in their communities.
Vote "YES" ON Measure A. this
Tuesday.

1.1+1.9111.1
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By Chuck Thrower
Black History Week is now over and
everybody can melt back into their
normal life style as if nothing ever
happened.
The $16,760 loss that was noted in the
Spartan Daily can only be attributed to
one group, namely the Black Students
Organizing Committee (13SOC).
The "Week," which did more harm
than good, was poorly organized and
lacked the support a minority group
should have, that is, 100 per cent from
everyone.
If support means selling only 514
tickets to a 2,701 capacity concert, then
I do not blame A.S. for accusing Black
History Week for the loss.
Helen Cotton, BSOC member, really
showed her ignorance when she stated
that "traditionally black people buy
their tickets at the last minute."

staff
comment
Please,
don’t
start
another
stereotype.
The failure of this year’s Black
History Week will indeed hurt the
future of "Weeks" to come and related
programs.
If we must have some kind of
recognition period, why can’t it be a
year-long celebration instead of a week.
It’s unfortunate that minorities are
subjected to only seven days out of 365
to unite.
We must get ourselves together now
or we might not have another chance.
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Not ’demeaning’ the profession

Nominations due
for faculty seats

Lawyers agree to advertising
By Heidi Van Zant
Four San Jose legal experts agree limited advertising for lawyers would
help consumers -shop
around" for legal services
and that it would not be
"demeaning"
to
the
profession.
However, some lawyers
are afraid the advertising
would be "unprofessional"
and make them appear like
"hawkers."
Bar
American
The
Association ( ABA) last week
authorized lawyers to advertise their services on a
limited basis.
The ABA suggested office
hours, legal education,
credit terms and field of
concentration be included in
advertisements
for
telephone directories and
legal journals.
Cannot advertise
California lawyers cannot
advertise though until the
state bar association approves it.
They currently are limited
to listing their name, address and telephone number.

A.

If they are ABA certified to
practice criminal, taxation
or workmen’s compensation
law, that information also
may be included.

maintain my clients whether
it passes or not."

44;1

Bean said prices "could
conceivably go down." But
he emphasized it is hard to
tell a client ahead of time
what he will be charged
because all the complexities
of the case may not he known.

On campus several instructors teaching law related
courses
agree
lawyers should be able to
advertise.
Exciting idea
Philosophy of law instructor Jorge Klor De Alva,
who has a law degree, said it
is an exciting idea.
"People ought to have the
opportunity to shop around
as opposed to being at the
mercy of lawyers," he said.
He added that "it ought to
make the lawyer more
responsive to the consumer."
John Rogers, business
management associate
and
private
professor
lawyer, said "it gives the
consumer an opportunity to
pick a specialist from the
start."
Lawyers fees may go down
too because "attorneys will

Monday deadline
for financial aid
Financial aid applications
for 1976-77 must be filed by
Monday according to Donald

Aid show
scheduled
A show to benefit the
earthquake-stricken country
of Guatemala has been
scheduled for March 7 from 7
to 10 p.m. at Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The benefit is sponsored by
the Guatemalan Relief
Committee a conglomerate
of doctors and concerned
persons wishing to help.
The admission to the
benefit is $1 plus a donation
of food, clothes or tools. The
committee asks that all
items donated be in good
condition and food products
be
limited
to
nonperishables.
A variety of entertainment
will be offered, including
comedy, magic and impersonation acts as well as
music.
Tickets are available at
the San Jose Box Office and
the SJSU Business Office on
the street level of the Student
Union.

Ryan, director of financial
aids.
This deadline applies to
students seeking scholarships, work-study positions,
student loans and grants.
1,500
Approximately
continuing students are in
danger of losing their
financial aid next year, Ryan
said. At this time last year,
more than 1,700 students had
applied for financial aid.
This year only 350 have
applied.
"This means," Ryan said
"that the bulk of student aid
funds will go to next year’s
freshmen and transfer
students, rather than to
continuing students. We
have already received 3,000
applications from first-time
students."
All
undergraduate
students are eligible for the
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant, which is
federally
funded.
The
requirement that eligible
students could not have been
enrolled in a college prior to
April 1, 1973 has been eliminated. The basic grant is
"free" money.
Applications are available
in the Financial Aid Office,
Adm. 234.

Marshall Bean

John Rogers

become more price conscious," he said.
Dr. Frederic Weed, who
teaches constitutional and
international law, said advertising would benefit
consumers and students.

"I don’t
said.

"People who need services
will know what they are
getting into," Weed said.

"It’s a historical part of
the legal profession. It’s
demeaning and would tend to
take on a quality of being a
hawker," Bean ssaid.

Could lower prestige
Some lawyers have said
advertising their services
would lower their prestige.

agree,"

Weed

San Jose lawyer and SJSU
business
management
professor, Marshall Bean,
disagrees that it won’t harm
their image.

establishing friendships with
the alcoholics.
The student coordinators
work in nine campus area
homes four hours every
week and meet once a week
to compare notes.
"One of our objectives is to
bring people out into the
community," said Frank
Mendes, student coordinator
for the 70-bed Gateway
House, 225 So. 11th St., which
now has 40 residents.
"We want to build their
confidence," Mendes added.
Only one out of 25
alcoholics who go through
the program stays off
alcohol because of "the
revolving door dyndrome."
Society refuses to accept
them and they return, according to Rohde, because
"there are no support ser-

The response of 750
lawyers was split 50-50.
She said the only reason
lawyers have never advertised is because "a lot of
people decided way back
when it was not dignified."

Fees may increase
"Fees may be increased so
they could pay for all their
advertising or they could cut
each other’s throats."

But, she
advertising
professional
a Madison

She said lawyers with
whom she has spoken "are
very paranoid it’s going to

Chicano Business Students
has an orientation meeting
at 7 p.m. at the Antwas
Restaurant on 470 S. 10th St.
All interested La Raza
business
students
are
welcome. For information
call 292-6451.

vices outside."
A graduate student in
education, Rohde thinks the
Veterans Education
Counseling and Training for
Opportunity Readiness
program of the V.A. may be
an answer.
The program was designed
to help veterans prepare for
fulltime school. Under the
program, veterans may be
elifgible for full VA benefits.
The program has relied on
a few public service spots on
television for recruiting
veterans, but Rohde is
narrowing down recruitment
to reach the veterans in the
alcoholic Recovery Homes.
Dealing personally with
alcoholics so close to campus
will be easier than those in
other areas but the process is
a long one, Rohde said.

The conference, "What’s
Happening to the Helping
Professions" is being held at
9:45 a.m. Tuesday in the S.U.
Loma Prieta Room. There is
no admittance charge for the
conference. A luncheon
being held in conjunction
with the conference costs
$3.25 and is by reservation
only.
se
Goldman,
Alvin
I.
professor of Philosophy at
the University of Michigan,
will read a paper on
epistemology at 3 p.m. today
in the S.U. Guadalupe Room.
Phriday Physics Phlicks
presents "Explorer XII
Particles
Energetic
Satellite" at noon today in
Sci. 251.

Lawn grows, cord goes
The cord barriers around
the campus, installed to
protect newly seeded lawn
areas, will be removed as
soon as possible, according

Brown’s
getaway
Associated Press
SACRAMENTOGov.
Edmund Brown Jr. occasionally visits a Trappis
monastery or Zen Buddhist
retreat "just to get away
from all the nonsense for a
while" Reader’s Digest says.
In its March issue,released
Tuesday, the 37 -year-old
Democratic governor is
profiled as a politician whose
goal is to take a skeptical
new look at everything the
state does.
The
magazine
also
reported Brown’s occasional
visits to the Buddhist retreat
and described his apparent
discomfort at political and
ceremonial events where
governors are expected to
shake hands and make small
talk.

to
Byron
Bollinger,
superintendant of building
and grounds.
The growth process of the
new areas of grass is almost
complete, Bollinger said.
When this is accomplished,
the barriers will be removed.
"They are not a thing of
beauty and we know it" said
Bollinger. "We’ll take them
down as soon as possible."
People were cutting across
the lawns and destroying the
grass, Bollinger said. Every
time new attempts were
made to reseed the areas
shortcutting students would
trample and kill the new
grass.
Originally, the restricted

said, lawyers’
would be unonly if "done in
Avenue style."

areas were blockaded with
wire obstacles instead of the
soft cords.
"The wires proveil to be a
little dangerous," Bollinger
said. "They wouldn’t give an
impact like the cords."
An accident involving a
child led to using a
breakaway barrier,
Bollinger said. The child,
while running across a grass
area, didn’t see the wire and
fell over it, onto a concrete
walkway.
Bollinger said the cord
obstacles, while preventing
people from walking on the
grass, would give way on
contact, thus reducing the
possibility of accidents.

The arson division of the
San Jose Fire Department
presents a special guest
lecture from 8:30 to 9:20 a.m.
today in MM 523.

An SJSU "Udall for
President in 1976" task force
is forming. Call Mitch
Chambers at 292-1892 or Roy
Christman at 275-0285.

Black Students Organizing
Committee sponsors a ribs
and chicken bar-b-que 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. today in the pit
area off of Seventh Street.
Cost is $1.75, with soda an
extra 25 cents.

Material submitted to the
REED may be picked up at
the English office from 9
a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m.

A Red Cross blood drive is
sponsored by the Pershing
Rifles 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today
in the S.U. Loma Prieta
Room.
is
Spartan Asian Alliance
sponsors a dance 9 p.m. to
1:30 a.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Ballroom. Admission is
$3.50 general and $2.50 for
members. Maharlika and
the Cordials will perform.
The Gay Student Union
shows the movie "A Very
Natural Thing" in Morris
Dailey Auditorium 8 p.m.
tomorrow. Admission is free.
Anyone interested in
working for the Women’s
Week Debate on the Equal
Rights Amendment should
come to a meeting at noon
tomorrow in the Women’s
Center.
Dr. Yigal Shiloh, director
of the archeological diggings
in Jerusalem, speaks at 8
p.m. Sunday at the Jewish
Student Center, 298 S. 12th
St. Presentation is free and
open to the public.

The College Reading lab
holds a course in "Taking
Examinations" from 2:30 to
4 p.m. Monday. Sign-ups are
in Ed 231.
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THANK IOU MASK MAN Benny Bruce)

KING OF
HEARTS
Five continuous years in Cambridge, Mass
The classic that has now become the longest
running film in American theatre history

STARTS
WEDNESDAY!
Do It
Three Times A Week

CAMPBELL & S BASCOM

PRUNE YARD

ittott)ati iforruut
HARDER THEY COME
Jamaican reggae musician Jimmy Cliff stars as a
singer who gets ripped off by a music producer
and then has his record reach NI lust as he is being hunted by the law.

Today
Morris Dailey Auditorium
504
7:00 10:00
50E
Next Week: Fait,

.

Dustin Holtman stars fl a biographical narrative
on the life of Lenny Bruce, a satirical corned,.,,’
in the 1960’s. 112 minutes

March 3

SPECIAL STUDENT fINANCINO
on all new ’76 Toyotas.. Corollas, Pick-ups,
..the new Celica GT Liftback Plus.. .dozens of
late -model economy used cars.. all makes!

Next Week: Young F

Associated Students
And New College present

The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe
Bunuel’s adaptation of Defoe’s classic novel Is
one of the tiuly mumphant mai I lages between
film and literatute 100 minutes

984-1234
EXT.

March 4
Education Bldg. Room #100
Free! 7:00 pm Free!

219

S

ii

It, Sill

4425 Stevens Creek Blvd./ph. 984-1234

Morris Dailey Auditorium
3:30 7:00 10:00
50d
50!

Films of Luis Bunuel

Call Your Student
Representative

II 11’14-1711

8353 Sepulveda Blvd., Sepulveda, Ca 91343

:4,
***
*
t
1

Lenny

You asked for
mopEy!
You got it/
Sji V E

Ati"7--.N A -BUNCH -4

ittl

lel:

KASHMIR

Tutors are needed in the
FRIDAY
following areas: biological
9:00’ 12:00
and natural sciences, history
Cover Charge $1.00
science,
and
political
business and English.
Applicants must have a
minimum overall GPA of
2.50, experience and ability
with
to
communicate
disadvantaged students and
work-study clearance.
20% GUYS & GALS
Applications are being ac- * OFF STYLE CUTS
cepted at the EOP Tutorial
htiSEVAW
with coupon
Office at the corner of Ninth *
294-4086
and San Fernando streets, or *
* 52 SOUTH FOURTH ST.
call 277-2427.
* ’i blk. from SJSU camptis

March -Social Awarenoss Month
Old Testament Bible study
on Caleb is at 3:30 p.m.
Monday in Ed 312. Everyone
is welcome.

Celica CT Liftback.

Full-time 3 -year day program
Part-time day and evening programs
1111..111(nd 1,
FULLY ACCRIDITE0
ot liar I XilltIONtrs,
the (

SPARTANPUB

371-3020

Toyota’s Newest...
FALL SEMESTER 1976

Bob Sampson, director of
the Veterans Affairs Office
on campus, announced there
will be a Veteran’s Opportunity Fair at the Santa
Clara County Fairgrounds,
March 2 and 3.

Wkdrn*AN Cr'

Serving the San Jose Stave
Untversoty CernmuntfY
Since 1934

OF LAW
COLLEGE
Announcing:

in the General Unit, Kennedy
added.
Terms are normally for
three years. but shorter
terms are customary in
replacing a senator who has
resigned in midterm.
Two of SJSU’s three seats
on the statewide Academic
Senate are also open for
election, Kennedy said.
Those seats are currently
held by Dr. David Newman
of the Counseling Center and
Dr. David Elliot of the
Speech -Communications
Department, Kennedy ssaid.
Kennedy
said
the
university used to have four
seats on the statewide
senate, but lost one when the
full time enrollment ( FTE I
dropped below 20,000 last
year.
He said SJSU would get its
extra seat back if school
enrollment goes back above
20,000 FTE.
"We’re right on the borderline," Kennedy said.

spartaguide

"It’s not that important of
an issue," Bean added. "I’ll

Spartan Dail,
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California Member of
California Newspaper Publishers
Association and the Associated
Press. Published daily by San Jose
State University. except Saturday
Sunday and Monday. during the
college year
The opinions ev
pressed herein are not necessar
hose of the Associated Stud,
me College Administration Or
Department of Journalism
Advertising Subscriptions .,
tented only on a remainder
Sara
basis
Full acach
year, $9 each. Semester, 14 50
campus price per COPY. 10
Phone 277 3111. Advertising
P
of
Fricke P.,
3171
Fremont

In recent survey the bar
association took showed "no
clear results" about advertising. Davis said.

"It could go both ways,"
Mary Davis, executive
director of the Santa Clara
County Bar Association,
said.

Orte-,

Students help alcoholic vets
those of the Veterans
Administration (VA) to help
veterans (in this case
alcoholic veterans) to reenter the mainstream of
society.
"These people are really
isolated," Rohde said.
"Society is really down on
them."
The students working
towards that goal with Rohde, receive three units of
credit contracted through
departments
individual
here.
The students coordinate
recreation programs and are
using what Rohde calls the
"human approach"

"Just like any other
profession, there are the bad
lawyers," she said.

He said $50 an hour is an
average consultation fee.

Vietnam vets fight ’revolving door’

By Bill Fenton
Forty-five SJSU students
are working this semester in
an effort to help the Vietnam
era veterans living in the 13
Alcoholic Recovery Homes
in San Jose .
An estimated 30 per cent of
the 380 residents in those
homes are veterans, according to Sam Rohde,
former planning consultant
with the Office for Veterans
Affairs at SJSU.
Rohde has been busy
developing the program,
now in its first semester,
which will align the goals of
the Santa Clara County
Alcoholism Program with

put them out of business."
They were concerned
unscrupulous lawyers would
advertise a "laundry list" of
specialties to attract clients
and then not back up their
claims.

Nominating petitions tor
election to faculty seats on
the Academic Senate are due
in the senate office March 3,
according to election committee chairman Steve
Kennedy.
To run for a seat within his
school, an instructor needs
20 signatures of full-time
faculty from that school,
Kennedy said.
He said the actual ballots
will be issued to faculty
members March 24 and
should be turned in to
department secretaries by
April 8.
Terms expire
Terms expire on 10 faculty
seats in the senate this
spring, Kennedy said. Terms
expire on one seat each in the
schools of Engineering,
Applied Sciences and Arts,
Humanities and Arts, and
Business, he said.
There are two seats up for
election in the schools of
Science, Social Sciences and

TOYOTA

Nest week. I a Illusion Viacta en Tianyia
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Chapin performs

arts and
entertainment

By Sally Wolfe
Robert Burns
Singer Harry Chapin,
famous for his "story"
songs, turned a capacity
audience at the Stanford
Music Hall into the "Palo
Alto Memorial Choir"
Wednesday night.
Chapin’s concert was a
benefit for the Council for the

Minors OK here
You’re 18, 19 or 20.
You can get married, sign
to
and
vote
papers,
paraphrase Leo Sayers, of
course you can dance.
But not at most liquorserving clubs.
Only three area clubs
which serve alcohol allow
trider 21 -year-olds to enter,
and only on special nights.
The longest-operating club
that does this is the
Warehouse, 1760 S. Seventh
St. It has had the policy of
letting 18 to 21 -year-olds in
on Friday and Saturday
nights for "12 to 15 years"
according owner Art Gonzales.
The Warehouse charges
$2.50 cover for those under
21, a dollar more than for
those of drinking age.
Student body cards are
good for a 50-cent discount.
Inside, the bars are
elevated, and separated
from the floor where the
-youngsters" dance. The
music is described by the
owner as "funky rock" and
is live on Fridays and
Saturdays.
Stamped hands also keep
the drinkers separate from
the non-drinkers.
A club closer to campus
that occasionally admits
minors is The Brewery, 29 N.
San Pedro.
It doesn’t have regular
under-2l -nights, schedules
"minors welcome" evenings
according to the type of
music playing.
"We’re trusting minors to
realize they absolutely can’t
drink," said manager Bill
Gaddis.
The Brewery doesn’t
believe in "putting under 21year-olds in a cage," Gaddis
said. They use hand stamps
to indicate who may drink.
The under-21 cover charge

is the same as for those over
21, ranging from free to $4
depending on the band
performing.
Tuesday
week
Next
are
Saturday
through
"minors welcome" nights,
featuring three different
performers durings the five
days.
The week after, Tuesday,
March 9, is the only night
minors will be admitted.
The Disco Odyssey, 47
Notre Dame Ave., admits
persons 17 and over every
Sunday night, and various
nights during the week.
Disco music, rather than
live shows, is featured, and
under -20 -year -olds are
charged $1 for a cover
charge. There is no charge
for those over 21.
In addition to clubs that
serve drinks, the 18 to 21
Club, 3546 Flora Vista Ave.,
Santa Clara, is a new club
"everything
a
that’s
discotheque is, but we don’t
serve alcohol," according to
owner Russel Simmons.
He opened the club in midDecember, and contends
"we’re not doing badly at
all."
The 18 to 21 Club features
taped disco music, a dance
floor lighted from the bottom
and non alcoholic "mixed
drinks."
On Fridays and Saturdays,
it has a live disc jockey.
The drinks are 50 cents
each and the cover charge is
$2 on Friday and Saturday
nights and $1 Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Sundays.
The club is closed Monday
and Tuesday nights.
The Wooden Nickel is one
of the many area clubs not
open to persons under 21.
Manager Dick Rossi said,
"We’ve thought about it
ochanging their license), but
its too difficult.

KQED to air
women’s show
As an alternative to the
daily flood of soap operas
and game shows, KQED
!Channel 91 has created a
new daytime program aimed
at women who stay home
during the day.
"Womantime," scheduled
to premiere at 2 p.m.
Monday, was created to let
women
-know
what’s
happening," said the station
community
resources
coordinator, Rena Down.
"We won’t talk down to our
viewers."
Gerri Lange hosts
The program’s host will be
Gerri Lange, last seen as the
host of "About Time" on
KGO-TV.
"Womantime" will have a
"magazine" format, including films, interviews on
contemporary issues, a
community bulletin board
and a "Thumbs Up, Thumbs
Down" section spotlighting
"sexist" and "non-sexist"
remarks in the media.
"Womantime" will be on
every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, with repeats of
the PBS series "Upstairs,
Downstairs" and "The
Adams Chronicles" on

Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Films and discussion
The first show will feature
"The Emerging Woman,"
produced by the Women’s
Film Project in Washington,
D.C.
Wednesday’s show will
feature films and discussion
of the childbirth methods of
Dr. Frederic LeBoyer and
the La Maze method.
The final show next week
will feature a film, "Are Yon
Listening," with New York
television producer Martha
Stuart interviewing women
of different backgrounds on
their need to be free of
stereotypes.
Resource sheets
"Womantime" will offer
its viewers free "resource
sheets" compiling the activities and information from
each week’s shows. The
sheets may be obtained by
writing to "Womantime,"
1011 Bryant Street, San
Francisco 94103.
The program is funded by
the San Francisco Foundation,
the
National
for
the
Endowment
Humanities
and
the
California Council for the
Humanities in Public Policy

"You’d pretty much have
to trust minors not to drink,
and if we lose our license, we
go out of business."
Calling the Alcoholic
Beverage Control laws,
"probably the most unfair
laws on the books, next to the
social security laws," Rossi
concluded trying to admit
minors and still comply with
them would "Just complicate things too much."

By Louise Ransil
"The Man Who Would Be
King" is a great film for the
old-fashioned adventureseeker with a strong
stomach.
Through the narrative
eyes of Rudyard Kipling
played by Christopher
Plummer), veteran director,
John Huston has woven a
gusty tale of early 20th
Century India around two
fortune -seeking
British
rogues.
The pair of mercenaries,
aptly played by Sean Connery and Michael Caine,
make their way across the
treacherous reaches of
Northern India and Pakistan
to the unconquered and
uncivilized
land
of
"Kafranastan" to take over
and exploit the tribespeople.
The
breath -taking,
panoramic view and the cast
of thousands are revived for
this film. Huston has picked
up four Academy Award
nominations as he returns a
bit of old-time, cinematic
granduer to the movies.
The movie is full of humor
as the two conmen talk their
way across India.
S..
By Gina G. Javier
Sylvia Kristel, that Dutchborn fox with long legs and a
body that took her from
modelling to acting, is back
for a second hurrah in
"Emmanuelle, the Joys of a
Woman."
to
This
sequel
"Emmanuelle" explores the
life of that much -loved
woman, Emmanuelle, whose
sexual escapades brought

DO YOU CARE ENOUGH
TO GET INVOLVED?
GAIN PRE -PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE
Volunteers needed
two to four hours
per week. Become
involved in a
learning program
at a local Jr. High.

’Ca
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(wit’s happening

Singer Harry Chapin

George Carlin
George Carlin will appear
at the San Jose Center for the
Performing Arts at 7 p.m.
Monday.
Tickets are $6.50 and $7.50
and are available at the San

That’s entertainment
By Robert Burns
While watching "The
Killing of a Chinese Bookie"
one gets the feeling the
entire movie must have been
improvised or that they’re.
saving it for someone else
and all you’re seeing is the
out-takes.
Ben Gazzara plays a stripjoint owner named Cosmos
who runs up a gambling debt
he can’t pay so his creditors
let him knock off a Chinese
bookmaker instead.
He does this with all the
subtlety of a Sherman tank,
thus enraging not only the
Chinese underworld, but the
gangsters he did the job for.
John Cassavetes directed
"Chinese Bookie" in the
barroom style of his earlier
work, "Husbands," introducing characters who
are like drunks, stumbling
up and spilling out their life
stories and then wandering
away.
And like a drunk’s story,
the movie seems to last
forever. "Chinese Bookie,"
like Cosmos, is an exercise in
futility.

For further
information
call 277-2189 or
inquire at
SCALE OFFICE
Mon., Tues., B.
Wed. 8:30-10:30
ask for Mardi.

Located in the 7th St, Old Cafeteria

Arts in Palo Alto and Midpeninsula.
Performing without his
back-up band, Chapin used
the audience to fill in the
gaps in his music. As he sang
"Taxi," one of his most
famous songs, Chapin invited members of the
audience to come up on the
stage and sing harmony.

Kristel back for a sexy
second effort.
From
the
heroine’s
costumes and the Oriental
setting to the language and
camera,
use
of
the
"Emmanuelle" adds a touch
of class to the kind of movies
people hardly admit they
have seen.
Unlike other X-rated
"Emmanuelle"
movies,
graced its audience with only
one four-letter word. Instead
of profanity, the viewers
were soothed by the
melodious music of Francis
Lai of "Love Story" renown
accompanied
the
that
whispers, sighs and groans.
Director Francis
Giacobetti’s camera has
matured and captured the
sexual acts of two women, a
man and a woman, a man
and two women and other
combinations with dignity
and at times, a conscience.
By Sally Wolfe
If Gable and Lombard had
been anything like James
Brolin and Jill Clayburgh,
they would never have made
it past the studio gate.
Looking like it should have
been called ’’Popeye and
Olive Oyl Meet the Great
Gatsby," the film "Gable
and Lombard" is a travesty,
ruining what could have
been a classy, real-life
version of "Love Story."
Brolin tries to look like
Gable and sound like Gable,
and for a man of Brolin’s
acting abilities, that is too
many things to do at once.
Clayburgh is not quite as
bad, perhaps because the
memory of Carole Lombard
is too misty to compare her
with.
The film has a few high
moments, as when Gable
and Lombard meet and go
through hate at first sight,
but as soon as they begin to
like each other the film
degenerates badly.
e
By Adrienne Johnson
For the person that enjoys
nailbiting suspense that puts
any movie-goer on seat’s
edge, "Three Days of the
Condor" is the film to see.
It is a fast paced espionage
thriller depicting a CIA
man’s dangerous flight from

The opera is pure fairy
hired assassins.
Robert Redford, witty and talesimplistic, moralistic,
charming as usual, is at his racist and sexist.
But those who let thembest in the role of the hunted
agent that eludes death with selves be carried along by
the beauty of the music and
super cool.
Faye Dunaway enters the the skill of Bergman will find
scene when Redford abducts the film simply delightful.
her to assist in his escape.
All the. roles are types,
As the film progresses her from tragic princess and
role changes from Redford’s heroic prince to country
passive captive to his fully buffoon and evil moor but the
types are played with such
cooperative lover.
The movie was produced undiluted enthusiasm that
by Stanley Scheider and was the viewer is tempted to
taken from James Grady’s throw up his hands and join
novel "Six Days of the in the fun.
Particularly charming
Condor."
e
were three little boys who
played guiding spirits.
By Susan Richardson
Floating around in a ship a
"Barry Lyndon," Stanley
Kubrick’s 18th century la Winkin, Blinkin and Nod,
fashion show that revolves they stole every scene with
around the Seven Years War their combination of angelic
is a "must see" for film voices and frankly devilish
grins.
goers.
While the film is slighty
Nominated for seven
Academy Awards, "Lyn- flawed by seemingly endless
don" is a slow and deliberate audience shots during the
four-hour epic in which overture and the unfortunate
Kubrick even makes war necessity for subtitles,
"Magic Flute" is well
beautiful.
The film is an in- worth seeing for both opera
terpretation of history much loves and philistines.
like
"2001:
A
Space
Odyssey" and "Clockwork
Orange" were Kubrick interpretations of the future.
What history there is, is
lost in the scenery and the
overwhelming
classical
music. Each scene is a stilllife study of perfection. And
"Lyndon" is a visual exSAN FRANCISCO AP)
that
only The California Supreme
travaganza
Kubrick could achieve.
Court today held that
Ryan O’Neal as Barry warrantless arrests of
Lyndon is less a fully people within their homes
developed character than a are
invalid
unless
necessity.
emergency circumstances
The lifeless characters and exist.
arrests
"Warrentless
the scenes filled with art
objects combine to make the within the home are per se
film a study in chilly unreasonable in the absence
of exigent circumstances,"
fragility.
Kubrick is relentless in said the court.
It explained the term
delivering his message and
this vain but brilliant at- exigent circumstances
tempt at cinematic per- means an "emergency
fection is well worth the situation requiring swift
"long sit" for a film with a action."
paper-thin plot.

Warrantless
home arrest
invalidCourt

Jose Box Office and all BASS
outlets.
Dance Drama
"The Red Detachment of
Women" will be featured at 1
and 8 p.m. on Monday and at
7 and 9 p.m. on Tuesday in
the Umunhum Room of the
Student Union.
There is a donation of $1.

Broadway
The musical murder
mystery Broadway will open
tonight at 8 in the SJSU
Theatre.
Tickets are $1.25 for
students and $2.25 General.

Film
(Mucky Man and Beat the
Devil will be shown tonight
starting at 7:15 in Camera
One Theatre, 366 S. First St,
The Harder They Come
will be shown Monday at 7
and 10 p.m. in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
Admission is 50 cents.

The entire audience sang
the chorus of Chapin’s "Cats
in the Cradle," while Chapin
listened. After the song
Chapin dubbed the audience
"The Palo Alto Memorial
Choir."
Chapin sang for more than
two hours, ending his performance shortly after
midnight.
The audience called for
encores,
and
Chapin
willingly obliged by singing a
song he had "only tried out
on a couple of people."
At the close of his performance the audience paid
tribute to Chapin by singing
"Cats in the Cradle"
acappella.
Chapin walked off the
stage down the aisle of the
theatre, shaking hands and,
hugging members of thi
audience.
Opening acts for the
concert were acoustical
guitarist William Ackerman
and singers Don and Pilar.
Ackerman joked with the
audience between songs, and
spent half his time on stage
trying to get his guitar in
tune.
Don and Pilar, giving their
first performance in three
months,
delighted
the
audience
with
raunch
"caberet" rock, and came
back for an encore.
The highlight of their
performance was the crude,
"Eat Out More Often."

SPARTAN PUB
Presents

KASHMIR

FRIDAY
9:00. 12:00
Cover Charge S1 .O0

Grarifieetpl
Apartment Hunting?

Film
"A Very Natural Thing"
will be shown at 6, 8 and 8
p.m. tomorrow at Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
The L.A. Times called the
movie a "breakthrough" in
gay porno flicks.
Admission is 50 cents.

Ask about our
Student Discount
for information
call 249-2410

Dr. Yigal Shiloah
1
director of archaeological digs in Jerusalem
WILL LECTURE ON THE HISTORY OF
JERUSALEM AND THE JERUSALEM
EVACUATION

fe
Pi

Sun, Feb. 29th 8pm

JEWISH STUDENT CENTER

Se’,

thr
top

_293-1188

298 S. 12th tit .

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

ios
Sa
St.
Pa
poi

24 Hour Service on Black and
White Developing and Printing,
Kodachrome Movies and Slides.
66 S. FIRST, DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
99 N. REDWOOD, SAN JOSE IATowtToPX1=
1084 LINCOLN AVE., WILLOW GLEN
479 UNIVERSITY, PALO ALTO

Ul

Si

1

By Carrie Peyton
Ingmar
of
Viewers
Bergman’s film version of
Mozart’s "Magic Flute"
should fortify themselves
well with their "willing
suspension of disbelief."

eap year

fin
wc
tho
a
on
to

Feb. 29 thru March 6

BOUM

presents .

/
DAYTIME COMMUTER
FILMS NO. 2
MONDAY, MARCH 1st
11:30 to 1pm, 1pm to 2:30pm

25.
Pay once and stay as long as you like
Featuring

FLASH CORDON
CONOUERS THE UNIVERSE NO. 2
ME THREE srows, LAUREL
AND HARDY, THE ROADRUNNER,
AND THE LITTLE RASCALS.
Next Grope Presentation
Wed. March 3rd -Bicentennial Poetry Series
8: 15pm-Student Union Ballroom- F REE I

a

FREE Apartment
Locator Service

Hundreds of bargains in art supplies,
books, office supplies, games
20% OFF on everything in the store,
except sale items and Hewlett-Packard
calculators. On Sunday, from 4:00 to
5:00 p.m. only.
SALE SPECIAL!
Texas Instruments

SR -50A
performs all classical slide rule
functions
for all engineers, scientists, students
from America’s Number One manufacturer of electronic calculators

SAVE 25%

regular 79.95

sale

j.k.901

59.29

EASTRIDGE

_J
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Espino hurt,
may be lost
for season
The SJSU baseball team
captain, catcher Bill Espino
will probably be lost to the
Spartans for the season due
to a knee injury, according to
coach Gene Menges.
The injury was incurred,
in a collision at home plate,
during the Santa Clara
University game Tuesday.

Is

Don’t know yet

a

The exact extent of the
injury is not known as
be
Espino could not
reached. However, Menges
said it "appears pretty bad
and Bill is real broken up
about it."
Espino was hitting at a .368
clip before the injury.
Tough competition
The game scheduled today
with the University of San
Francisco at 2:30 p.m. at the
PAL field has been moved to
San Jose Municipal Stadium.
cel

he

’Dig that spike’
SJSU volleyball spiker Bob DIGram 1151
bats the ball over the outstretched arms of
a U.C. Berkeley blocker. The Spartan volleyball club opened their season with a 3-2
victory over the Bears with match scores
of 7-15, 15-8, 15-10, 10-15,15-10, Tuesday
evening in the Spartan gym. The Spartans

are traveling to CSU Fresno tonight and
return back to the area to play in Santa
Clara against the Broncos this Tuesday evening at 7:30. The SJSU volleyball club is
the defending Northern California champion.

The twin bill Saturday with
UC Berkeley will also be at
Municipal Stadium. The first
game starts at noon.

Spartans in pool again
By Randy Frey
Spartan swim coach Mike
Monsees is hoping a two
week layoff will strengthen
rather than weaken his team
as
they
prepare
for
tomorrow’s dual meet at
University of the Pacific.
SJSU is now concentrating
on the one remaining meet,
followed next week by the
PCAA championships at
Long Beach.
To get his squad prepared
for the upcoming events,
Monsees has cut down his
team’s workouts instead of
picking them up.
are only working out
two days a week now," said
Mon:,ees, who had his
swinuners in the pool two
times a day, five times a
week prior to this week.
"I want to make sure
everyone is rested for the
next two events," explained
the coach.
The next two events should
produce
the
toughest
competition of the year, and
Monsees hopes his swimmers can carry over some of
their fine performances
recorded two weeks ago in

NM"

J

The SJSU judo team had a
orkout last Wednesday
oight at Stanford University.
Who did they work out
,igainst? Themselves.
The Cardinals were the
lost of the second duel meet

Women play
in NCIAC
tournament
The
SJSU
women’s
basketball team is competing this weekend in the
Northern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference NCIAC) championships in Sacramento.
The Spartans are seeded
seventh in the eight-team,
three-day tournament. The
top two finishers will move
on to the western regional
,nals at SJSU March 11-13,
Coach Carolyn Lewis’
ivad finished with a 4-8
ason record after a pair of
losses last week to CSU
Sacramento (96-54) and
Stanford (84-66). Forward
Patti Lindh combined for 32
points in the two games.
The Spartan JVs closed a
successful 6-4 season with a
55-53
win
over
slim
Sacramento last week,
before dropping a 52-30
jecision
to
the
CSU
ltanislaus varsity squad.
Tickets for the regional
finals, to be played in the
women’s gym, are on sale at
the Athletic Ticket Office
and may be purchased on a
one night basis or in a full
tournament package.

Crab lice infest 1
even the
nicest people

RIO KILLS
CRAB LICE
ON CONTACT
Special comb
included
Without a
prescription
at Drug Stores

of the season and the
featured event was suppose
to pit SJSU against UC
Berkeley,
followed by
Stanford.
However, Cal probably
decided to stay in Bear
country after the Spartans
crushed them in the season
opener 77-15.
Stanford no match
The Spartans had a 15-man
squad to the Cards’ five.
Of the five, three were
white belts and two were
brown belts.
Fighting in the tournament, which was more of a
practice session, were
Billy
Tripoli,
Charles
Kusomoto, Chul-chin Won,
Cole Kitaura and captain for

the night, David Fukuhara.
The final score was 50-0.
Head coach Yosh Uchida
said, "most schools do not
have the pride as we do. It’s
a positive attitude at SJSU."
The Spartan judokas will
take on CSU Hayward in a
6:30 p.m. contest Wednesday
Mar. 3 in the Spartan Gym.
Last Sunday at UC
Berkeley, three Spartan
judokas were promoted to
first degree black belt.
Those who were promoted
were transfer
student
Leonard Urso, who "could"
represent the team at the
Championship,
National
Karl Kauffold, who was
AAU defending brown belt
champion and Eric Hadden.

Strikers meet pros
in bowling exhibition
The
SJSU
women’s
bowling team will face an
all-star team of Bay Area
women professional bowlers
in an exhibition match at
2:00 p.m. Saturday in the SU
Games Area.
This contest will be the
second meeting between the
two squads this year. In
January, at the San Carlos
Bowl, the all-stars swept the
Spartans 4-0.
Terry
Gregory,
the
women’s coach, said the
matches were close and Pat
Rossler of the Spartans had
both the high game, 279, and
the high average, 218, of both
teams for the day.
Competing for the Spartans will be Rossler, who
holds a 188 average for the
season, Diane Stoops, 201,
Clare Glieden, 197. Judy

Gossett, 188 and Carrie
Choy, whose average is 168.
The women pros will be led
by Mary Gardner, who owns
an average of 201 and is a
member of the Professional
Women’s
Bowling
Association (PWBA) and the
Brunswick Advisory staff.
The other members of the
women’s team and their
averages are Dana Stewart,
206, Carole Harden, 200,
Carole Seitz, 194 and Barbara Vidales, 190.
The Spartans are the
defending champions of the
Intercollegiate
Nor -Cal
Masters
League
and
currently stand second for
the 1975-76 season going into
their last match.
The women are also undefeated in tournament play
this year.

announcements

for sale

Student Dental Plan-Enroll "now"
Applications
information
and
Associated Students office or 371
lot
Free
magazine-Truth
of
Life
(positive thinking) magazine 293
1588 (9 a PI to 5 P m.)

Wholesaler’s prices 120 45 per cent off
list) on any brands new hi Ii corn
ponents
Pioneer, Sony. &Want:,
Sansui. Dynaco. Technics, Duals,
Thorens. etc . allow 2 weeks for UPS
delivery. require 25 per cent deposit.
Mr. Wong at 277 8643 all 1 pm

SPARTAN PUB ANNOUNCES new
hours! Mon. Imes, Wed. Thurs.
11AM OPM, Fri 11AM lOPM without
With band Ii) 1200.
AM
band
Reduced prices during happy hours.
4.6 daily: 5 cents off glass, 25 cents
Ott pitcher The Spartan Pub- home
of the 12 oz
draught, edibles.
notables. potables, peanuts! Hours
for the Great Savory Soup, Salad
and Sandwich Society are 11AM
7PNI Monday Friday

Shredded Foam Rubber
SO cents lb. -no limit
293.2954

Fabric Sale! Cotton knits IS cents 8
Yd Nice! Polyester S1.50 yd Wow!
Church Special. 566 N 5th St., Si
Feb 911, 104, Weci, Eve 69 p.m.
Also sweaters, alpacas.
The Tower Saloon is now featuring
"Catfish" with folk rock vocal
harmOnies, flute, and congas Fri.
nights from 9p m la.m. Right
around the corner troth the Brewery
at 163 W. Santa Clara. No cover
charge.
BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding Photography
anywhere in the San FranciscO Bay
Area One low price of 599.00 in
cludes the full services of a PRO
FESSIONAL
Photographer.
72
prints of your choice, a gold and
white "Our Wedding" album, a
complete of color slides. and BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES There is
no extra charge for photography
anywhere in Northern California.
and no time limits
Additional
retouched textured rolorprints may
be purchased at any time with So 745
at 51 00 each and 8 x 10’s at 52.00
each All workiis guaranteed to your
satisfaction Make an appointment
to see our samples then decide A
complete line of wedding invitations
and accessories are available at a 20
per cent discount Our professional
florist will help you design your
wedding bouquets and church
flowers. Open every evening until 10
pm For FREE BRIDAL PACKET
call 257 3161
GAY MEN. Gay Student Union meets
every Thurs. Op m at the Women’s
Center. 20 to 50 gay men use their
common bor,d to learn, laugh, talk
and grow together Be all you can.
attend.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES! Stuff
550 per hundred. im
envelopes
mediate earnings
Send stamped
addressed envelope to LEA P.0
Box 628, Morro Bay, CA 93442
I

am conducting a communication
skill workshop tor my master’s
thesis and am looking for married
couples to participate. For info call
Sandi. 294 5186.

FRIDAY FLICKS presents AIRPORT
7 .stars George Kennedy, Charlton
Heston A dramatic rescue of a
collision between a 747 and a Cessna
Three shows 3. 7 O. 10 p m , Morris
Daily Aud This Fri. Feb 171h by
Alpha Phi Omega.

P m

of Champlin
Sunday, February 29
800pm-1200 midnight
Residence Halls Dining Commons
375 South 9th Street
$100 w/PPF
$150 w/dorm meal card
$300 w/SJ Student Body
Card

The movie A Very Natural Thing will
be shown at Morris Daily Sat 20th
by the Gay student Union Showings
at 6. 8 and 10 P m SO cents Don"
miss this sensitive and well done
night.
motion picture. Thurs
County Sheriff Geary will be at GSU
177 5 10th
meeting 8 pm
-"Udal tor President in 1976" Task
Force now forming Call Mitch 793
1892 or Roy 275 0285

automotive
Is your Bog bugged out, I buy used
VW’s. any condition Call Rick 247
4913. eves VW parts for sale, free
into

1==
also playing
-NT

"00

presented by the
Residence Halls Activity Council

Kciioer also came
close to a school record with
a 2:04.2 in the 200-yard
Kemper
backstroke.
currently holds the record at
2 :03.51.
And Kemper, Krage,
Henning and Mark Carter
teamed up for an impressive
finish in the 400 -meter
medley relay, two seconds
slower than the school
record set back in 1962.

SPARTAN PUB

KASHMIR
FRIDAY
9:00-- 12:00
-over Charge -$1.0O

A..wvelf5zEt,
THE BREAD BOX
Bread & Bagel Shop

SPARTAN PUBI

KASHMIR
tt,/,/bel.wis

FRIDAY

9:00- 12:00
Cover Charge $1.00

Pair Castello fen foils and lace masks:
gd. con 540. Set today would cost
over $100 St aft. 5 p. Mike. SV, 739
7520.
Professional recording, Quality 8 track
and cassette cartridges 6 track 42
min 51 20,60min $1.35 Cassettes 30
min S.90, 45 min SI 15.60min 51.30,
90 min. 81.44 Ouanity prices even
lower. Manufactured and assembled
In the USA. 258 0405 or 259 5098 alter
3 p.m.
KARMANN
GHIA-1967
Great
Condition, perfect body, runs great.
Will take trade-in 010th., VW. Call
247.4913.
speed-teen’s AZuki w Acc, S95
Skis Head. 320. 205 cm, w marker
toe and heel and poles. 535 446 4830
- - TENNIS RACKET -Wilson "Stan
Smith", Autograph 4 sti L. Eagle
Gut, $30, Imperial Gut. $35, Nylon
610 brand new, or best offer 277
8903, 177 8872
10

PART-TIME JOB Misc. wOrk 2 mi. to
campus includes clerking in store.
cleaning and scrubbing. Pay 15 5250
hr plus free rent on apt Call only
between 6 7 pm. Mon Sal 786 2404.
- OVERSEAS JOBS -temporary or
permanent Europe, Australia,
America, Africa. etc . All fields. 5500
51200 monthly. Expenses paid.
sightseeing. Free info -Write
international Job Center. Dept SM.
Box 4490, Berkeley, Ca 947041.
SALES -Honda Cycles. Pref. Grad
Student, Weekends, Aft Summers.
Must have retail 8. cycling exp. We
tram. Bruce 941 7177
-- --Needed lots of simple carpentry,
handyman, gardening work. S3 hr
Call for interview after 6:30 p.m
738 4338
RECEPTIONIST, sales girls we train:
afternoons, must be sociable 6.0000
with figures. Apply daily Ito 2 p.m.
at 407 E. Santa Clara St . near 9th,?
blocks SJSU.
E ntertainers wanted for natural food
restaurant Work in exchange for
meats and tips. Contact Rich at
Garden of Life Restaurant 255 1643
- -- Need
- small band for evening wedding
reception Apr 10. Must be able to
Play good background and dance
music Prefer slow jazz and mod
Brazillian sounds Call 2490328 after
4.00 p m
some
Part time sect needed,
bookk’ing and knowledge of some
terms,
54 hr
in
engineering
Campbell: call 378 0144. John

housing
RENT
Sunnyvale
female Spanish
speaking native 736 1624 evenings
- PRIVATE ROOMfor girl Full home 8,
kit privileges
bl to campus. 575
Harry’s Girls, 4205 7th St , 258 127
FOR

ROOM

Reasonable prefer

65 Pontiac station wagon. Pb. PS. AT,
AC, R H. 80500 miles, runs well. One
owner 5500 BO (cheap) Curt. 244
6803
62 Valiant wen. 3 sp, slant 6 cyl, great
cond. $250 Call 289 1026.
- -- For Sale: 1 sofa 2 chairs, maroon,
antique, good condition. 5150 Will
sell separately or as a set 226 4423
SAVE

GAS AND MONEY NOW.
’72 CB450. runs and looks
14K miles Alan 267 6584, 377

good
2246

68 GTO loaded. Very good condition,
$1450 or best offer Call 247 03S7 after
6 30 p.m.
Offset printing, ’technical reports,
thesis, manuscripts. Low discount
on volumn. 961 /628 evenings
For Sale: tin of boot polish part used
Willing to exchange for 64 Rolls
Royce in Maroon or Royal Blue
Contact Cathy Hopeful, Mozarn
Coque. NW. after 6.
KAWASAKI ’73, 500cc, Excellent cond
Never hurt New tune up. good tires
5900 and will reason Johnny 751
3489
FOR SALE: 1973 VW van, excellent
cond., factory air, new radial tires.
priced reasonably, 356 9205

help wanted
TEACHERS at all levels Foreign 8.
Domestic Teachers. Box
1063,
Vancouver, Wash 98660
Need Extra Money? Immediate part
time openings available
Tel
solicitors and foot canvassers
Contact Brad Williams Trane Co 704
E Gish Rd 998 1554
WANTED
feminist
musicians
vocalists tor Anti Fashion Show
Ese need Asian for modeling and
music Also need drummer
ver
Call Marcy for
sant ity helpful
auditions 264 4970

ROOM FOR RENT, Clean. private.
S55 mo O. up 468 5. 6th St 998 2312.
Kitch. priv

SHARE APT. Large
bath Furn. quiet
grad, non smoker
refundable 508 S
5133.

FRIDAY FLICKS presents AIRPORT
75 Stars George Kennedy, Charlton
Heston A dramatic rescue of a
collision between a 747 and a Cessna
Three shows 3.1 IL 10 p In Morris
Dailey Aud This Fri Feb 27th by
Alpha Phi Omega

bdrm w private
M F cpl, up div.
592 50. 550 dep
11th. No 13, 198

Female to share furnished apt with
2 blk to SJSU. S73
same Own rrn
293
After 7 pm
ulil
paid
28911.000MS Kitchen privileges
males only Clean and quiet, prefer
non smokers 617 So 6th St. after 1

Pt,
Beautiful remodeled Victorian apt
Patio, yard. hardwood fls, un
furnished, has stove. relrig, 2 BR, 1
No children,
blk to campus
responsible adults, $225. 379 3657
after 6 pm

294 2112

478 S

lath St

Enter tarnment
Co. Sale

Clean, quiet, furnished studio, all util.
Pd . Near SJSU. S120 per month plus
deposit 2118 8356 evenings.
Room for rent, male students only VS
Or $80with kit. priv. 290139200650
121h.

GREAT ROOMS next to campus.
Coed: util pd.: color TV: S90 sal.:
560 551 ) turn, 279 E San Fernando:
353 1245
QUIET. IMMACULATE 3 by hOme in
Near KU, bus,
Santa Clara
shopping Custom drapes. carpets,
Panelling. garage, nice yard. Singles
OK S375 Hoffman Realtors (no feel.
247 3330
_
.
Male, single rm., living room, kitchen
priv. 115 So. 14th $t.

personals
WOMEN! JOBS ON
MEN’SHIPS!
American
Foreign
No
experience required Excellent pay
Worldwide travel Summer job or
career Send S3 for into SEAFAX,
Dept B 9, Box 2049. Port Angeles,
Washington, 98326
SECS Sex Education and Counseling
Need help with sex
Services
problems? Or just have questions?
New free sex counseling services on
campus for all students,
straight, or bisexuals Call 277-2966
or drop by Building K for In
formation or appointments. Con
fidential
- ----- - - FRIDAY FLICKS presents AIRPORT
75 Stars George Kennedy, Charlton
Heston A dramatic rescue Dl a
collision between a 747 and a Cessna
Three shows 3, 7 610 pm Morris
Dailey Aud This Fri 27th by Alpha
Phi Omega
GO DOWN. A student operated,
student oriented backpacking base
is now open Jackets. parkas, vests
outdoor
and
most
other
paraphenaim at prices geared for
Located
student pocket books
around the corner from Peanuts at
755 7th St in ?he rear 998 1921 T
TI, 1 5 p m W
Sat 10 5. Fri 10 1
P

MEI=
Student flights

B eautiful rooms across campus
Men 99 S 9th St IfOrO 75 mio kit
pric
2919816. Girls 7711 S
across Bus Bldg frOrn 65 ’no
shared 99 nto. pvl Kit priv
279 9035 or 2781140
516 SJSU 5160
1 bdrm apts
Clean quiet, own parking. 439 5 oh
St 2930099 or 797 7289 Pravin or
Mustafa
A

to
live,
place
delightful
tOOdll(6,012111 especially nice rooms
for girls 998 0803. 134 So 1 ph Sr
woman wanted to share
spaceOus duplex in Los Gatos
Prefer Grad student or someone
who works nights 350 1161 after 6
P

Mature

Help Wanted
HuusIng
Lost and F
Personals

I

EUROPE -ISRAEL
year round Contact
ISCA. 11667 San Vicente lvd No 4,
L A . California 90049 TEL
12131
826 5669. 1126 0955

ser

VICeS

FOR QUALITY USED BOOKS &
RECORDS Recycle Bookstore, 98
E San Fernando. Corner of 3rd and
San Fernando. 2866275
TYPING IBM ION 3 No 1123 207-4355.
TYPING- IBM.
COLLEGIATE
SELECTRIC II. Turabian Methods,
theses, term papers, legal exp..
short notice OK. Fremont area, fast
reasonable. Judy 797-6375.
From loose sheet originals. Sett Serve
IBM copies 2c cents ea. w free
sorting between 58 pm with a 52
annual student discount card
available at KOPliSYSTEMS. 32?
Santa Clara St. II blk RIOT
E
campus) 294.0600 or leave your work
for us to do at 3 cents ea. COpy (SO
cents minimum sale)
Wedding Consultants will bring you
personal service at the lowest
prices
Fragrant bouquets and
lovely arrangements will create a
splendid look for your wedding. You
can alsrridesign a special memory
With our invitations, custom veils,
and other wedding items Order one
or all. A special gift with yOur floral
order
call Luv’s Flowers for in
formation or appointment. 378 8044
eves
GETTING MARRIED? DISCOUNT
FLOWERS guarantees you the most
beaulifuhbridal
bouquets
and
weddingdungu a small one era large
one you should know we have been
saving our customers 30.50 per cent
Ott florist prices! Why pay more for
less? Complete floral service
I years exP. Call for free estimate
996 1252.
MARRIED
COUPLES Communication & contacting skills
workshop available to you free For
info call Sandi 2915106 eves
Massage and Sauna Bath. Student
rates. 790 1601 Sunte Claire Hotel,
rtti valley secretarial service. term
Papers resumes theses -senior
projects letters. 75 cents per page
and up
Fast accurate -reasonable
762 1973.
Tutoring Phy IA, 18. 2A, 25, Math 7
8, 79, 70 Have experience. Call
Sherman, 286 5320 after 9 p
TSkIIRTS and posters Screen printed
for yOur group or event. Reasonable
rates all John 297 1092 for details
OFFSET
reports,

PRINTING

technical

thesis, manuscripts Low
discount On vtgo,,,, OO,
evenings

Send your message
in the
Spartan Daily
classifieds
PrInt Your Act Here

Each
add,
trona!
day
35
35
35
35

Service,
Transportahon
Travel

EUROPE.. PALMA Pe MAJORCA..
SPAIN .TAHITI. ME XICO..AFRI
CA CENTRAL, SOUTH. AND LAT
IN
AMERICA
STUDENT
1.0 .EURAIL AND BRITRAIL
PASSES WORK ABROAD
HOS
TEL
CARDS. TRANSATLANTIC
SHIPS ..STUDENT TOURS WITHIN
EUROPE INTER EUROPEAN
FLIGHTS INSURANCE. FREE
TRAVEL INFO .Contact Roi
B.
Davis
14081 354 5147 at Student
Travel Services (formerly Student
Services West), 236 N Santa Cruz,
No. 314, Los Gatos, Ca. 95030.

SHARE HOUSE w 3, near Pruneyard;
M harm w priv bath or other nice
rm avail. S215.90 &tint Call 2919904
or 292 7889

APT. FOR RENT 2 bdrms . I bath,
turn and unfurn, SIRS to $165.3 blks
from 5.15U. 495 E William. Ph 292
5581

Check a Classification
Automotive

Share
2 bdr. apt clOse 10 school,
50250 pluS free cable TV -I’m
hardly ever home Call Patty; 286
3404. 6 p.m.

to school from Santa Cruz
Ride
MWF for 7 30 class ardor return
1 30 or later Call Jack. 462 1377

One Two Three Four Frye
day
days days days days
3 lines $1 50 200 ’2.2t, ’240
50
4 Imes
200 750 2.75 790 300
5 Imes
7 50 3 00 3 25 3.40 3.50
6 hoes
3 00 3 50 3 75 3 90 400
Each Add renal line add:
50
50
50
50
50
Minimum Three Lines One Day
Semester rate loll issues’ $25.00
Announcernents

2 BR. FROM 515250 Adults; no
pets Furniture available JULIAN
GLEN GARDEN APIS E Julian at
No 26th, 998 9584.

Teacher will share 7 rm live , loam
or Ill pm 725 5345, 5100

(’Classified Rates

ID s REQUIRED
AT DOOR

The Mad Biothdr11

SclesScalts-Scales -all kinds
Tribeams (triple beams) Harvard
trip balance, portable type counter
balance, water level gram scale -many others
Best Prices (Also
other paraphernalia.) BODEGA OF
SPAIN. 1040 N 4th, 295 1428.

Honda

GRAND OPENING
133 WILLLIAM STREET EAST
Hair styling - Men 8 Women, 30 per
cent off for students Offer good til
176 Open Th. 2 26 76, lpm 7P. .
Fri
Ipm 6prn. Sal lOarn 6

The
SONS

two school records that
will not be disputed.
Breastroke specialist Gary
Krage found the Newport
Hai bor pool to his liking as
he raced to two new marks,
one shattering a figure he set
earlier in the year.
Krage’s 2:03.5 in the 200yard breakstroke broke his
earlier record by nearly
three seconds. The junior
also broke the school mark in
the 200-yard individual
medley with a 2:03.4.
Henning narrowly missed
breaking a mark set back in
1971 by Ben Van Dyke when
he came in with a 2.03.4 in
the 200-meter butterM,
NCt

classifieds

e,

Judokas tumble Cards;
three make black belt

Newport Harbin
In the four-team meet the
Spartans set three school
records and came close to
breaking three others.
Or is that set two school
records and came close to
breaking four others?
-We don’t know for sure
yet," said Monsees, who
reported two different times
turned in for lanky Jeff
Pendelton in the 1000-meter
freestyle.
"I clocked him at 10:49.2,
which is about four seconds
off the record," said Monsees.
Rut the girls running the
official watches turned in a
time of 10:42.0, seven
seconds faster than Greg
Henning’s record setting
10:49 earlier this year.
Monsees said he will just
have to wait until the official
times come in the mail.
But Spartan swimmers did

each line/

11,11111’

Phone

Add. et,
City
SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE ST ATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 95114

Enclosed os S_FIII

DaYs

’Deatil.n,. two days prior to pull
licatron
’Consecutive publication dates on
IT
’No refunds on cancelled ads.)
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Reporter blasts media coverage
By Joyce Lane
"The reason why" armed
terrorism)
propaganda
-works so well," according
to M.F. Beal, "is that the act
of violence itself gets you
media coverage."
Beal is covering the
Patricia Hearst trial for
Atlantic Monthly magazine.
"The press are suckers for
violence," she said during a
question and answer session

on
media
Wednesday
coverage of the Hearst case.
was
program
The
presented by professor
Lazere for his
Donald
English class, but it was
open to all students.
"A good number of weekly
magazines are expressing
interest in the trial," Beal
said. "I think it has to do
with the notoriety of the
people involved."

Patty abused
By Stephan’ Cruickshank
Patty Hearst is a "double
victim" of the SLA and law
enforcement, said M.F.
Seal, the Atlantic Monthly
magazine’s reporter for the
Hearst trial.
The government has
already spent a "fortune" on
locating and prosecuting
Hearst, and they don’t want
their money to "go down the
drain," Beal said, while
feminine
on
speaking
elements of the Hearst trial
at SJSU Wednesday.
was
program
The
presented by Professor
Donald Lazere for his
English class, but was open
to the campus community.
One of the reasons the SI.A
kidnapped Hearst was to
"shake up" the American
system, she said.
Women victimized
"I see her as having been
taken largely because she
was female," Beal said.
"These are elements of how
women are victimized in our
society."
Beal said there are both
positive
and
negative
feminine aspects of the trial,
some of which may help
Hearst’s defense.
A "popular stereotype is
that it is alright for a woman
to submit to ’coercion,’ " she
said.
A "princess"
The image of Hearst being
a "princess" of the Hearst
family tends to discredit her
as a serious defendant, Beal
added.
Hearst is treated as a girl
instead of a woman, Beal
said, in that press reports
refer to her by her first
name, rather than her last
name.

F. Lee Bally, Hearst’s
attorney, also acts as the
"protective lawyer," she
said.
Beal claims the reporting
of the Hearst trial has been
biased because the press is
"90 per cent white males in
their 30s and 40s."
She added that Hearst is
almost completely
surrounded by "middle-aged
white men," including
psychiatrists and law enforcement officials.
In addition, Hearst is
isolated from other women
inmates by being placed in a
private cell. Beal said.
Although the jailers explain that this "constitutes
better care," Beal said, it
may be "cruel and unusual
punishment."
Drug reports
Beal said she heard
reports that Hearst was
being drugged, even though
the Chief of Corrections
denied the charge.
This procedure is used
widely, she said, because
"it’s so great at controlling
behavior."
"Middle-aged white men
consider it the thing to do,"
Beal said. "If you’re
feminine, you’re victimized.
If you’re unfeminine, you’re
victimized," Beal said.
Beal has written for such
journals as New American
Review and Paris Review.
She also is the author of the
novel, "Amazone One."
which concerns an SLA-type
underground group.
Beal is currently an
English instructor at Fresno
State University.

described
the
Beal
average reporter covering
the trial as being white, male
and about 30 to 40 years of
age. She said there were
very few exceptions.
Circus atmosphere
She said the trial, in
general, has a "circus atmosphere" to it because
there are so many spectators.
Beal added the press
"creates an atmosphere that
can be communicated to the
jury." She said there were
when
reporters
times
laughed at references to
portions of testimony that
the jury did not hear and
could not have understood.
The press has emphasized
the trial as a -social event,"
she said, adding that it has
spent much time describing
such things as the clothing
worn by Patty Hearst and
her parents. Beal said this
"can seem to distort" the
real news issues.
"When F. Lee Bailey
comes out of the courtroom," she said, "there are
40 people on him," which
contributes to the circus
atmosphere.
She said in the press room
the attorneys have a chance
to release their frustrations
because they can say things

Lynn Lorimer

The Atlantic Monthly’s M.F. Beal says that Patty Hearst is being victimized.
which would not be permitted in court.
Beal claimed that the
prosecution in the case has
"incredible quantities of
evidence," but that not all of
it has been admitted into
court because it was not
obtained "legally." Some,
she said, was acquired without first issuing a warrant.
The prosecution, she
added, has been leaking
some of this information to

This basic increase in
women political science
majors has risen drastically
in the past couple of years.
Boneparth said this may
be related to the success of
local female politicians. She
mentioned Assemblywoman
Leona Egeland, San Jose
Mayor Janet Gray Hayes,
County Supervisor Geri
Steinberg and San Jose City
Councilwoman
Suzanne
Wilson as those who serve as
local "role models."

the press to try to sway
public opinion.
The prosecution holds that
"nobody would have said ’I
am a guerilla’ that many
times" unless they were
really involved, she said.
Beal indicated she thinks
Hearst is innocent.
"By everyone’s testimony
she was forcibly kidnapped," Beal said, "and for
at least part of the time" had
been locked in closets and

verbally harassed.
"I don’t think that a person
should be punished for
forced coersion in a crime,"
Beal commented.
James Browning, attorney
for the prosecution, she said,
"has all this lucious
evidence," which has not
been admitted into court,
"and he wants to get it out
because it proves that
Patricia Hearst is guilty,
guilty, guilty."

Student research project
By Carole Kelleher
A water purification technique which will possibly be
used by astronauts on extended flights is being researched by SJSU students
through a $35,999 one-year
grant from the NASA-Ames
Research Center.
The technique essentially
involves a hyper-filtration
process through which contaminants can be removed
from waste water making it
suitable for human consumption, said Leroy Spitze,
director of the project.
"NASA is interested
because it would enable
them to reuse excreted
water," Spitze said. This
would mean astronauts
would have to carry less

water with them on flights,
he said.
"The contaminant that
particularly concerns us is
urea," said Vernon Ballou,
research associate at Ames.
This, along with salt, are the
smallest contaminants and
therefore the hardest to
isolate, he said.
James Clark and Donna
Blood, SJSU chemistry
majors researching the
project, are experimenting
with membrane filters which
are made by a plasma
generator and used to filter
the water.
"It’s quite an elaborate
process making the membranes," Clark said. "I’ve
learned a lot about experimental techniques."

There are presently three
women political science
instructors at SJSU. They
are Boneparth, Dr. Lela
Noble and Dr. Fauneil Rinn,
both of whom are professors
of political science.
Boneparth said she would
like to see more women
political science students
enter graduate school.
She said if these women
eventually do enter the
teaching field, they "will
serve as motivators to other

women" which possibly ma)
make them go into "practical and academic" political
science pursuits.
"Twelve per cent of the
Ph.D.’s in political science
are female," Boneparth
said.
Young pointed out the
possibility of law school or
just the fact aht women are
becoming more concerned
with women in politics ma)
be reasons for the recent
increase.

By Tom Taft
An act to remove the
funding authority of the
Intercultural Steering
Committee ICSC) has been
sent to the Campus Policy
Committee for further study
and revision.
The act, co-authored by
council members Leslie
Raderman and Haman
Hawari, both members of
the Third World Coalition.
Progressive Slate )TWC-PS
would retain ICSC as a coordinating body for foreign
student groups but discontinue its fiscal responsibilities.
The act would also change
the manner in which the
ICSC chairperson is selected.
The chairperson would be
selected by the ICSC
governing board under the
act. Presently the chairperson is appointed by the
A.S. president with twothirds approval of the
council.

The act would also speed)
that all foreign student
organizations would have the
right to request funding from
A.S. regardless of their
membership in ICSC.
A.S. President John Rico
said all foreign student
organizations currently have
that right to funding.
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Political science attracts women
By Dean Chalios
of
Department
The
Political Science, in its
annual report for 1974-75 prepared by department chairman Roy Young, has shown
a "remarkable" increase in
the number of women
political science majors.
The report indicates in the
fall 1972 semester, there
were only 88 women majoring in political science. This
was only 12.7 per cent of the
total number of political
science majors. However, in
the fall 1974 semester, there
were 166 women majors.
which constituted 24 per cent
of the total number of majors
in the department.
Aecording to the report,
women comprise 20 per cent
of upper division and
graduate majors and 35 per
cent of the lower division
majors.
Dr. Ellen Boneparth,
assistant
professor of
political science and instructor for Political Science
137, -Women and Politics,"
said generally the increase
can be attributed to the effects of the women’s
movement.
"The women’s movement
wants to break down the sex
stereotyping in education
and to encourage more
women and men to move into
non-traditional
fields,"
Boneparth said.

Funding control
under question

If the technique is perfected it could feasibly be
adapted for commercial use,
according to Ballou.
"This is research and the
next step will involve scaleup," he said.
"Right now our concern is
to meet the need of the space
age," he added.

offered a job during the
summer to carry on with the
project.
Students will present
papers explaining their research to the Student
Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society at the end
of the semester.

The students working on
the project get research
credit and some "renumeration," Spitze said. They work
15 hours a week in the lab
(luring the semester and are
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’Political trust’ declining
A general decline in the
American public confidence
in the political institutions of
this country was discussed
yesterday in a presentation
to a standing room only
crowd in the S.U. Umunhum
Room by Dr. Jack Dennis.
Dennis, a professor of
political science at the
University of Wisconsin at
Madison, is presently a
fellow at the Center for the
Advanced Study of the
Behavioral Sciences. The
center is a "think tank"
located in Palo Alto.
Dennis said there is a
"general alienation approach" toward the political
system in this country.
People are "generally dis-
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illusioned" with the whole
political system in our
country, Dennis said.
He said there has been a
general decline in "political
trust" in this nation since
1964.
The professor said until
1972, most people had the
most confidence in the
national government, with
local and state governments
following in that order.
However, a 1974 survey
shows local government
overtaking the national
government, Dennis said,
attributing to Watergate and
the economy this switch in

confidence.
In recent years, said
Dennis, Congress and the
President have lost public
support, while the Supreme
Court has gained public
support
Dennis believes a large
portion of the lost support in
the presidency has been
shifted to the Supreme
Court.
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